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Fearless Learning Canada and TalkingCV Announcement:
London, England and Toronto, Canada
Today, TalkingCV Managing Director, Peter Griffin announced an exciting partnership with Fearless
Learning’s Founder Jody Bishop for the Canadian market.
TalkingCV is the leading service provider for streamed resumes and delivering first round interviews via a
proprietary recruitment platform assisting clients and employers by streamlining the recruitment process.
According to Griffin “As part of our continued process of global growth we see Canada as a key strategic
market due to the good infrastructure and geographical requirements the country has to offer. In addition
Linked In state that Canada is the 2nd fastest growth country in the world on its network and recruiting is
the major source of this growth!”
Fearless Learning Canada has been working in Education, Health, Professional Development and Recruiting
for over a decade and has extensive contacts throughout Canada.
Bishop expressed excitement over this partnership: “Currently with over 76 Staffing Agency members with
NACCB providing over $1.4 Billion in placements annually. Not one NACCB member agency is delivering online, interactive resumes. Only through a solid understanding of both the technology and needs of the client,
recruiter and staffing agency will our TalkingCV interactive resumes become standard fare.”
By providing on-line resumes and effectively marketing them, candidates and recruiters enhance their
profile and drive to the short-list ahead of peers using traditional paper resumes. Streaming resumes bring
the candidates and clients together quickly over vast distances saving time and money.
Griffin and Bishop have begun servicing key accounts in Canada including streaming resumes for the
International Division of The Career Foundation as well as in-house live streamed resumes for a variety of
staffing agencies, business schools and other outlets.
For more information:- www.fearlesslearningcanada.com and www.talkingcv.com
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